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Abstract: As fleet electrification progresses, vehicles are continuously becoming heavier, while the
used electric motors, with their high torques, enable longitudinal dynamics to be maintained or
even increased. This raises the question of what effect electric vehicles have on the emission of
tire–road particulate matter (PM). To answer this question, investigations were carried out in this
study on a tire internal drum test bench with real road surfaces. In addition to the vertical load, the
tire inflation pressure and the driving speed were varied. PM emissions were recorded in real time,
resulting in emission factors (emission per kilometer driven) for different load conditions. This allows
statements to be made about both the effect on the total emission and on the particle size distribution.
It was shown that the PM emission increases linearly with the vertical load at constant longitudinal
dynamics. If the tire inflation pressure is increased, the emission also increases linearly, and the
increases in emission are equally large for both influences. A clear influence of the driving speed
on the emission factor could not be determined. With regard to the particle size distribution, the
following correlations were found: higher vertical load and higher tire inflation pressure result in a
larger mean particle diameter, while a higher driving speed reduces it. Thus, this study contributes to
a better understanding of the expected changes in tire-road PM emissions as a result of electrification.

Keywords: PM10; tire wear; TRWP; non-exhaust emissions; road simulator; emission factor

1. Introduction

As part of the announced Euro 7 emission standards [1], the European Commission
intends to regulate, for the first time, emissions which do not originate from the combustion
engine. These so-called non-exhaust emissions (NEEs) include particles which are released
through abrasion in the brakes and tire–road contact. According to the current state [1], the
emission standards provide for the definition of limit values that relate to the particulate
matter (PM) emitted by brakes, but only to the total mass loss in the case of tires. The fact
that, initially, only total abrasion is to be limited for tires is primarily due to an insufficient
database regarding emission factors (EFs) and a lack of standardized measurement methods
that could be used across the board to determine the EFs [2–4]. However, as electrification
progresses, internal combustion engines (ICEs) will be replaced by electric motors, and
braking will no longer be achieved exclusively by friction braking, but increasingly by
regenerative braking. Both sources of PM will therefore become less important [5,6],
meaning that the contact between tires and the road will be the last remaining key source
of PM from vehicles. It can therefore be assumed that, sooner or later, a limit value will
also be set for tires that relates to the emission of particulate matter.

Hence, the electrification of road traffic will contribute to the fact that the issue of
tire abrasion and the resulting tire–road PM will continue to gain in importance. Numer-
ous studies have already shown that the advantage of lower PM emissions due to the
elimination of combustion engines could be reduced or even overcompensated by higher
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NEEs [4,7]. On the tire–road PM side, the additional emission is due to higher vehicle
masses [7] and torques, which are already provided when the vehicle is stationary and
can therefore be used for starting off. Timmers and Achten [7] predicted that the PM10
emissions of battery electric vehicles (BEVs) would be at the same level as those of internal
combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs), despite the omission of the ICE as a source of PM.
This is also the conclusion reached by Beddows and Harrison [8] in their calculations based
on the EMEP/EEA emission inventory guidebook, 2013 [9]. However, the authors point
out that the proportion of regenerative braking processes has a significant influence on the
result, as a large proportion of braking emissions can be avoided [8].

With regard to the relationship between vertical load and PM emissions from tire–road
contact, Aatmeeyata et al. [10] and Kim et al. [11] found linear increases in their test bench
experiments. In one of our own previous studies [12], we found fourth-order correlations
between tire longitudinal forces and the PM emission. However, since BEVs combine
higher vehicle masses with higher torques, the question arises as to how this combination
affects the emission of particulate matter.

In addition to the level of emission, the particle size distribution is a decisive factor.
From a medical point of view in particular, a distinction must be made between fine and
coarse particles. As the penetration depth into the human body increases with decreas-
ing particle diameter, different damage potentials are associated with different particle
sizes [13]. This raises the question of whether electromobility merely increases emissions
from tire–road contact due to the higher vehicle masses and torques associated with it, or
also influences their size distribution. A shift towards smaller particles would be unfa-
vorable for two reasons. Firstly, given the emission of a constant or even higher mass of
PM [10,11], the number of particles would increase disproportionately. Secondly, each of
these fine particles would pose a higher hazard potential [13].

Apart from the vertical load, the literature contains statements on the influence of
tire inflation pressure on the generation of tire–road PM, as well as on the influence of
driving speed. With regard to tire inflation pressure, there are indications that less PM is
emitted at the correct inflation pressure [14]. Besides that, it is often mentioned that tire
wear is influenced by the tire inflation pressure [15] and decreases with increasing inflation
pressure [16–18]. However, it must be taken into account that this statement may not apply
to particulate emissions, as these are made up of tire and road wear particles, and a higher
tire inflation pressure could well contribute to greater road wear due to higher contact
pressure. Which tire inflation pressure is actually optimal for reducing PM emissions from
tires and the road is therefore still unanswered.

The situation is similarly unclear with regard to the influence of driving speed. It is
often stated that PM emissions increase with increasing speed [19]. Foitzik et al. [20], on the
other hand, found in their test bench experiments that at least the emission of nanoparticles
is independent of driving speed. Here, it is essential not to compare particle concentrations
(per time) with each other, but emission factors (per distance) derived from them, as
indicated by the authors [20]. It is also important to ensure that the total emissions from
tires and road surface are compared, as neglecting one component can lead to significant
differences. Last but not least, when conducting open-road tests, it is important to note
that driving resistance and the driving force required to overcome it increase with driving
speed. Possible increases in emissions with increasing driving speed are therefore due to
the increased driving force and not to the driving speed itself [21].

The objective of this study was to investigate the mathematical correlations between
the three parameters described and the emission of tire–road PM. For this purpose, tests
were carried out on an internal drum test bench, which has the special feature of using
real road surfaces. Any driving maneuver can be simulated under laboratory conditions,
while the PM emissions and particle size distributions are recorded. Results from PM mea-
surements on this test bench have already been presented in our previous studies [12,22].
In [22], the methodology for analyzing the measurement data and for deriving the mathe-
matical relationships between tire forces and PM emission was described. Summer, winter
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and all-season tires were investigated regarding their emission behavior under different
longitudinal and lateral forces and at two ambient temperatures. In [12], the influence of
longitudinal and lateral forces on a summer tire was investigated in more detail, and a
characteristic map was derived, which assigns an emission factor (emission per distance
traveled) to each horizontal tire force. In subsequent analyses, the density and composition
of the emitted particles were examined. The current study builds on the two previous
papers and uses the same experimental setup and methodology to investigate and analyze
the effects of vertical load, tire inflation pressure and driving speed on the emission of
tire–road PM. Both the absolute emissions and the particle size distributions are discussed.
The fusion of the results from this paper and the two former ones [12,22] in conjunction
with a simulation model based on real-driving data will enable accurate predictions of PM
emissions for realistic driving behavior and therefore allow for a comparison with emission
factors from literature.

2. Materials and Methods

All tests for this study were performed at the internal drum test bench of the Institute
of Vehicle System Technology (FAST) at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT).

2.1. Internal Drum Test Bench

The setup, the technical characteristics as well as the versatile possibilities for investi-
gation of the internal drum test bench have been described in detail in [12,22]. A further
description is therefore not provided here.

2.2. Sampling and Measuring

A suction funnel is mounted directly behind the wheel for real-time measurement
of particulate matter from tire–road contact. By attaching it to the test bench sled (see
Figure 1), it follows the wheel at slip angles so that its relative position to the wheel remains
constant across all load conditions. The suction funnel is connected to the suction device via
a flexible hose (Ø 160 mm) and downstream pipes. To minimize losses due to electrostatic
charge, the hose is made of permanently anti-static polyurethane, and its copper spiral is
grounded on both sides. The pipes are made of conductive galvanized sheet steel.

Wheel

Measuring hub

(a) Side view in mounted condition

Flexible hose

Sled

Suction hood Internal drum

(b) 3D view in mounted condition

Figure 1. Views of the suction hood. For better visibility of the wheel and the remaining slit between
the hood and the road surface, the right side wall of the hood (in driving direction) is not shown
in (a). The assembled hood as well as the direct connection to the extraction system can be seen in (b).

Instead of the suction funnel, a suction hood (see Figure 1) can be used, which com-
pletely encloses the wheel and leaves only a narrow slit to the road surface. The advantage
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of the hood is that the tire–road contact is shielded from the air flow in the drum. Especially
at high driving speeds (vd > 100 km/h), flow-induced turbulence without a hood would
lead to lower collection efficiency and consequently falsify the results of the influence of
driving speed on emissions. To minimize particle losses due to electrostatic charge, the
hood, like the funnel, is made of conductive stainless steel and grounded via the test bench.
It is connected directly to the extraction system at the rear so that emitted particles are
reliably extracted. However, the shielding of the air flow, which usually cools the tire, now
leads to faster rising tire temperatures, so that more time is required for cooling between
the individual test runs. Therefore, only the test series on the influence of driving speed
was performed with the hood, while the suction funnel was used for the other two test
series (see Section 2.3).

The suction device (ESTA DUSTOMAT 4-10 eco+, Senden, Germany) generates the
negative pressure for extracting the PM emitted. Sampling takes place between the suction
funnel or suction hood and the suction device on the basis of ISO 9096:2017 [23]. For this
purpose, one sampling port has been integrated into a pipe bend, enabling the sampling
probe to be inserted into the flow. A partial flow of 5 L/min is taken isokinetically with
the sampling probe. A second sampling port allows for the insertion of a dynamic pres-
sure anemometer continuously measuring the flow velocity and thus ensuring isokinetic
sampling. Particle measurement and analysis are carried out using an optical aerosol
spectrometer system (PALAS Promo 2000 & welas 2500, Karlsruhe, Germany). To ensure
consistently high measurement quality, the device must be cleaned regularly and calibrated
with calibration dust (PALAS MonoDust 1500, Karlsruhe, Germany). For particle measure-
ment, the particle diameter is inferred on the basis of the detected scattered light pulse,
taking into account the refractive index and the aspect ratio. In this study, the refractive
index and aspect ratio were set to 1.59 and 1, respectively, which correspond to spherical
latex particles (analogous to the calibration dust [24]). The assumption of spherical particles
was described and confirmed in previous tests [12]. During the measurements, particles
in the size range of 0.3 µm to 17 µm were registered, of which only those smaller than
10 µm were taken into account for the later analysis. The maximum measurement rate is
1 Hz [25], so that the aerosol spectrometer records the current number of particles and the
associated size distribution once per second. Based on this information and using a density
of 2.299 g/cm3, which had also been determined in [12], the emitted particle mass can be
calculated at each time step.

The aerosol that is not extracted for measurement flows onto the suction device, which
filters the volume flow in addition to extracting it. Due to the HEPA filter as the last filter
stage, the air flowing back into the test bench does not contain any significant particle
concentration. In order to further minimize or even prevent the influx of particles from the
environment, the setup includes a secondary air intake. The imbalance between the lower
exhaust flow and the higher fresh air flow creates a slight overpressure in the test bench,
preventing ambient air from entering. Due to these two measures, it can be assumed that
all PM emissions recorded by the aerosol spectrometer originate from the tire–road contact.

For more information on the test bench setup and the measuring devices and methods
used, see [12,22].

2.3. Varied Parameters

To determine the mathematical relationships between the emission and the parameters
vertical load, tire inflation pressure and driving speed, three independent test series were
carried out. A standard 255/40 R20 summer tire was used for all test series. This tire
had a load index of 101, making it suitable for luxury class vehicles. For the road surface,
a widely-used asphalt mix AC 11 D S has been used (for more details see [12]). Several
values were defined for the parameter under investigation, which was kept constant for
the duration of one test block (see Figure 2). During these test blocks, only different
load conditions consisting of longitudinal and lateral forces were applied. The same load
conditions were investigated for each characteristic of the parameter under investigation.
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A complete overview of the test series and the load conditions applied is provided in
Table 1. The test series on the influence of vertical load represents a special case. Here,
different longitudinal forces were applied with different vertical loads, as it was not the
longitudinal force itself that had been determined, but the underlying adhesion utilization
Fx/Fz. The values defined for this were 0 (free rolling), 0.155, 0.31, 0.465 and 0.62. For a
complete vehicle loaded in this way on all four wheels, accelerations of up to ±6 m/s2 or
±0.62 g would result with the vertical load used. This takes into account the fact that a
proportionally higher or lower longitudinal force is required on a real vehicle for a constant
acceleration with a higher or lower vertical load. The results of this test series are thus to
be understood as representing the emission of vehicles with different masses but with the
same adhesion utilization and thus the same longitudinal acceleration.

Table 1. Varied and constant parameters with their respective values. The superscript Roman
numerals indicate the longitudinal forces that were tested in combination with the corresponding
vertical load.

Test Series
Vertical Load

Test Series
Infl. Pressure

Test Series
Driving Speed

Section Section 3.1 Section 3.2 Section 3.3

Vertical load
Fz in kN

3.25 (I), 4.875 (II),
6.5 (III), 8.125 (IV) 6.5 6.5

Infl. pressure
pi in bar 2.6 2.0, 2.6, 3.2 2.6

Driving speed
vd in km/h 80 80 30, 50, 80, 120

Long. force
Fx in kN

(I): 0, ±0.5, ±1, ±1.5, ±2
(II): 0, ±0.75, ±1.5, ±2.25, ±3

(III): 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, ±4
(IV): 0, ±1.25, ±2.5, ±3.75, ±5

0, ±2, ±4 —

Lateral force
Fy in kN — 0, ±2, ±4 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, ±4

Adh. utilization
Fx/Fz or Fy/Fz

0, ±0.155, ±0.31,
±0.465, ±0.62 0, ±0.31, ±0.62

0, ±0.155, ±0.31,
±0.465, ±0.62

Camber angle
γ in ° 0

Ambient temp.
Ta in °C 25

2.4. Experimental Setup, Test Procedure, Data Processing and Evaluation

All test series were carried out according to the test procedure developed and described
in [22]. For data processing and evaluation, the method described in [12] was used. This
method was also applied to calculate the emission factors from the measured raw data. A
detailed specification of the test procedure is therefore not provided in this study, nor is
a description of the data analysis. Based on the general test structure shown in Figure 2,
only the extent and order of the test series are presented. Accordingly, each test series
consisted of m test passages and n test blocks. Each test block was run with one setting of
the parameter under investigation and consisted of four individual test runs. Previous tests
(see [22]) had shown that the skid resistance of the road surface, and thus its abrasiveness,
decrease as the test progresses. To prevent the resulting influence on PM emissions, several
test passages were performed, and the road surface was regenerated at the beginning of
each test passage. The number of test passages was set equal to the number of settings to
be examined (m = n), and the order of the test blocks within the test passages was varied
so that each setting was ultimately tested at each position in the sequence. More detailed
information on road surface regeneration as well as on dealing with the skid resistance and
the associated SRT value can be found in [22].
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TEST SERIES

TEST PASSAGE 1

TEST PASSAGE m

TEST BLOCK 1
SETTING 1

TEST BLOCK n
SETTING n

TEST BLOCK (m − 1) · n + 1
SETTING n

TEST BLOCK m · n
SETTING n − 1

4 test runs 4 test runs

4 test runs 4 test runs

R
eg

en
er

at
io

n
R

eg
en

er
at

io
n

Figure 2. General structure of all test series consisting of m test passages with n individual settings
(test blocks) for the parameter under investigation, each of which comprised four single test runs.

The test structure and the parameter variations specified in Table 1 show the number
of test runs performed in each test series. Four settings (4 vertical loads or 4 driving speeds,
respectively, n = m = 4) were tested within the test series on the influence of vertical load
and driving speed. This resulted in 64 test runs for both test series. In the test series on the
influence of tire inflation pressure, only three settings were tested (3 tire inflation pressures,
n = m = 3), resulting in 36 test runs. Using the structure of a test run presented in [22]
(8 individual load conditions, each 2 times per test run), the total number of repetitions of
each individual load condition per test series was obtained: 128 for the test series on the
influence of vertical load and driving speed, and 72 for the test series on the influence of
tire inflation pressure.

3. Results
3.1. Influence of Vertical Load on PM Emission

The results of the test series on the influence of vertical load are shown in Figure 3. As
explained in Section 2.3, different longitudinal forces were applied for different vertical
loads in order to keep the adhesion utilization constant. The emissions are divided into
braking (Figure 3a) and driving condition (Figure 3b). For the same adhesion utilizations
at different vertical loads, the emission factors are shown with marks of the same color.
The emission factors EFm are mass-based and distance-related (mg/vkm) and apply to
a four-wheeled vehicle, assuming the same specified load condition on all four wheels.
Furthermore, all emission factors shown in this study correspond to the emission at an SRT
value of 60.

In both diagrams, regression functions reveal a linear relationship between vertical
load and emission factor. However, the associated linearity factor changes depending on
the adhesion utilization. For example, the emission factor only increases by 14% when
the vertical load is increased by 25% from 4 kN (408 kg) to 5 kN (510 kg) in the free-rolling
condition. The same change in vertical load at maximum adhesion utilization results in a
growth of about 69% (mean value for positive and negative). Additionally, it can be seen
that braking leads to higher emission factors than driving. The effect is presumably due to
the less-favourable shear stress distribution during braking, which leads to more gliding
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slip [22]. Summarizing, the results show that the tire–road PM emission of an entire vehicle
increases linearly with the vehicle mass for consistent longitudinal dynamics, with the
magnitude of the influence depending on the adhesion utilization.
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Free rolling Lin. regression

Fx/Fz = −0.155 Lin. regression

Fx/Fz = −0.31 Lin. regression

Fx/Fz = −0.465 Lin. regression

Fx/Fz = −0.62 Lin. regression

1

(a) Braking condition
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1

(b) Driving condition

Figure 3. Influence of vertical load on the PM emission at different adhesion utilizations in the
longitudinal direction: (a) braking condition and (b) driving condition. The emission factors are
obtained for an SRT value of 60.

The linearly increasing emission factors over vertical load can be explained by the
friction energy, which also increases. For a higher vertical load, the tire is more deflected,
and the contact area flattens. This means that the contact patch between the tire and the
road surface increases approximately linearly with the vertical load if the inflation pressure
is kept constant. The increase is mainly in the longitudinal direction [26]. The higher
vertical load is thus distributed over a surface area that has increased to approximately
the same extent, so that the surface pressure remains almost unchanged. The magnitude
and characteristics of the shear stress that ultimately occurs is therefore nearly unchanged
in relation to the size of the contact patch. The ratio of deformation slip to gliding slip
remains constant. Therefore, emissions increase in proportion to the increase in contact
area between the tire and the road surface.

In addition to the quantity of particles emitted, their size distribution plays a decisive
role, particularly in assessing the associated hazard potential for human health [27]. For
this reason, particle size distributions were analyzed for all test series. In order to draw
the most representative conclusions, the individual size distributions from all test runs
of the respective test series were combined to form an average size distribution for each
load condition. All size distributions were normalized to facilitate the comparison of
different load conditions. The normalization was performed with respect to the total particle
number concentration present at each time point. The non-normalized size distributions
are included in the Supplementary Materials.

The particle number distributions for the free-rolling condition and for an adhesion
utilization of 0.62 at various vertical loads are shown in Figure 4. In the free-rolling
condition, a bimodal distribution is obtained for all vertical loads, with a pronounced peak
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at the lower end of the measurement range (dp ∼ 0.3 µm) and an indication of a second,
significantly lower peak in the range of 1 µm (Figure 4a). It is not clear whether the lower
peak is actually in the position indicated or rather shows a rising edge. The decreasing
concentration in the lowest channel could be caused by the decreasing measurement
efficiency for particles in the area of the lower detection limit of the aerosol spectrometer.
Thus, their actual number could be underestimated. The actual peak could therefore be
below 0.3 µm. Furthermore, it can be seen that the lower peak decreases with increasing
vertical load, while the peak in the area of larger particles increases. This means that
the mean particle diameter is higher at higher vertical loads, which is also evident from
the fact that the cumulative curve shifts to the right as the vertical load increases. The
non-normalized differential size distribution (see Supplementary Materials Figure S1a)
shows that the shift has two causes: on the one hand, the total number of small particles
decreases slightly with increasing vertical load. On the other hand, the number of large
particles increases significantly.
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(b) Adhesion utilization Fx/Fz = 0.62

Figure 4. Influence of vertical load on the particle number distribution at different load conditions.

In the case of the adhesion utilization of 0.62 (Figure 4b), there are also bimodal
distributions, which, however, show a flatter lower peak and a higher upper peak at low
vertical loads. Just as in the free-rolling condition, the lower peak decreases with increasing
vertical load, while the upper peak increases and shifts slightly to larger diameters. This
is due to a minor decrease in small particles and a considerable increase in large particles
(see Supplementary Materials Figure S1b). In addition, it can be seen that emission occurs
up to the range of coarse particles (dp ∼ 10 µm), which is not the case in the free-rolling
condition. The clear shift in the particle number distribution towards larger diameters
can also be seen in the cumulative curve, which turns flatter with increasing vertical load.
Regardless of the load condition, an increase in the vertical load results in a shift towards
larger particles, which is more pronounced at high adhesion utilizations.

The shift in the size distribution as a function of vertical load (at consistent adhesion
utilization) can probably be explained by the effects on the tire–road contact patch. Both
the vertical load and the contact patch increase, leading to consistent contact pressure.
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Therefore, relative to the length of the contact patch, the shear stress distribution remains
constant, meaning that the ratio of deformation slip to gliding slip does not change. How-
ever, as the contact area becomes longer, the absolute sliding distance of the profile elements
increases. The longer sliding distance could cause particles that detach from the tire tread
in the front area of the sliding zone to be combined with other particles by subsequent
profile elements sliding over them. The result would be a growth of coarse particles.

The shift in the size distribution as a function of adhesion utilization (Figure 4b
compared to Figure 4a) is probably due to a similar effect. Higher adhesion utilization
causes higher shear stress on the tire–road contact. This means that the tread elements
reach the adhesion limit further forward in the tire–road contact. This results in a higher
ratio of gliding slip to deformation slip. According to the mechanism described above, this
could favor the formation of large particles.

3.2. Influence of Inflation Pressure on PM Emission

The same evaluation was carried out for the test series on the influence of tire inflation
pressure. In Figure 5, the results are shown for some representative load conditions. The
EF is plotted in normalized form to facilitate comparing the influence of different load
conditions. The normalization was carried out using the respective emission factor at
an inflation pressure of 2.6 bar. The diagram for the free-rolling wheel is shown twice
(Figure 5a,d) to simplify comparison to longitudinal and lateral forces.
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Figure 5. Influence of tire inflation pressure on the emission at different load conditions. The emission
factors are obtained for an SRT value of 60.

The diagrams show a positive linear relationship between inflation pressure and
emission factor for all load conditions. Similar to the change in vertical load, this effect is
due to the changing tire–road contact patch. While the contact pressure remains almost
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constant if the vertical load is changed, here, it increases in inverse proportion to the contact
area. Thus, a change in inflation pressure results in an inversely proportional change in
the contact area between the tire and the road surface. The same horizontal force must be
transmitted via the smaller contact area, which leads to higher shear stress in the tread
elements. This in turn is expected to lead to a shorter distance between the starting position
of sliding and the end of the contact patch. However, the sliding processes take place under
greater shear stress. Eventually, as in Section 3.1, there are linear increases in the EF over
the inflation pressure, whereby the gradient depends to a large extent on the applied force
and its direction. Since it may seem implausible at first that higher tire inflation pressure
leads to higher emissions, the relationship is discussed in more detail in Section 4.

While the gradient (influence of inflation pressure on the emission factor) is low
in the free-rolling condition (Figure 5a), it becomes significantly higher with increasing
longitudinal force (Figure 5b,c). This is probably due to an increase in the ratio between
the proportion of longitudinal force caused by gliding slip and the proportion caused by
deformation slip with increasing longitudinal force and tire inflation pressure. In detail,
two effects contribute to that. On the one hand, higher inflation pressure at constant
vertical load leads to a smaller tire contact patch. This in turn reduces the longitudinal
force, provided that the slip remains the same. In addition, the maximum shear stress
decreases with increasing tire inflation pressure and constant slip. The resulting curve
for the relationship between longitudinal force and slip is correspondingly flatter [28].
Therefore, to achieve the same longitudinal force at higher inflation pressure, a higher slip
value is required. The difference in slip for different inflation pressures is amplified by the
degressive courses of the (total) longitudinal force (see Supplementary Materials Figure S2).

On the other hand, the ratio between longitudinal force due to gliding slip and that
due to deformation slip changes with the slip value. At low slip values, the proportion of
deformation slip predominates, and the proportion of gliding slip increases only gradually
once the slip is increased [29]. Both effects together result in a continuously increasing ratio
between gliding and deformation slip with increasing longitudinal force and tire inflation
pressure (see Supplementary Materials Figure S2). The increase in the gliding proportion
ultimately leads to enhanced emissions. Thus, the influence of inflation pressure increases
with increasing longitudinal force.

In contrast, the influence of inflation pressure on emissions is smaller when lateral
force is applied (Figure 5e,f). Due to the smaller contact area with increasing inflation
pressure, the stiffness of the tread decreases in the same way as in the longitudinal direction.
In contrast, with increasing inflation pressure, the tire carcass and tire belt become stiffer
in the lateral direction and become less deflected. Due to the reduced belt deflection, the
total displacement of the tire tread relative to the wheel center plane increases less so than
for equivalent longitudinal forces. As the two effects become superimposed, they partially
compensate each other, and there is only a slight decrease in cornering stiffness if the
inflation pressure is increased. Because of the smaller change compared to the longitudinal
stiffness, the difference in lateral slip between the total force curves at different tire inflation
pressures is smaller. As a result, the effect described for longitudinal force is also present
here, but to a lesser extent, so that the gradient of the EF increases only slightly with
increasing lateral force.

To better exemplify the influence of tire inflation pressure and compare it to the
influence of vertical load, a realistic scenario is first considered in which the target tire
inflation pressure of 2.6 bar is exceeded by 0.2 bar. For the load conditions free rolling,
4 kN longitudinal force and −4 kN lateral force, this change in inflation pressure results
in emission increases of 5%, 23%, and 13%, respectively. However, in order to obtain the
same percentage increase in emissions as with the change in vertical load (4 kN to 5 kN, see
Section 3.1), an increase of 0.6 bar to 3.2 bar would be required in the free-rolling condition
as well as under maximum longitudinal force (mean value of positive and negative). As
with the change in vertical load, this corresponds to an increase of approximately 25%
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in tire inflation pressure. This means that the influence of the tire inflation pressure is
comparable in magnitude to that of the vertical load.

The particle size distributions were also evaluated for the test series on the influence
of tire inflation pressure. Figure 6 contains the particle number distributions for the three
different inflation pressures and three different load conditions: free rolling (Figure 6a),
longitudinal force of 4 kN (Figure 6b) and lateral force of 4 kN (Figure 6c).
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(c) Lateral force Fy = 4 kN

Figure 6. Influence of tire inflation pressure on the particle number distribution at different load conditions.

For the free-rolling condition (Figure 6a), a bimodal distribution is shown with one
peak in the area of the lower detection limit of 0.3 µm and an indication of a second peak
just above 1 µm. The inflation pressure appears to have an influence on the particle size
distribution, although this is very small in the free-rolling condition. With increasing
inflation pressure, there is a slight shift towards larger particles.

Similar processes can be seen for the conditions with longitudinal force (Figure 6b) and
lateral force (Figure 6c). The higher the inflation pressure, the smaller the lower peak and
the higher the upper one. Consequently, there is a shift towards larger particles. The shift
with increasing inflation pressure occurs even though the absolute emission increases across
all size ranges, which is due to the particularly pronounced increase in coarse particles
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(see Supplementary Materials Figure S3b,c). This is especially evident when looking at
emissions at the upper detection limit of 10 µm. There, it can be seen that in the loaded
conditions, particles are still emitted, which is not the case for the free-rolling condition. In
the case of longitudinal force, the tire inflation pressure has a significantly greater influence
than in the free-rolling condition. The same applies to lateral force, whereby the emission
in the coarse size range is even more pronounced than with longitudinal force. In general,
lateral force seems to have a stronger influence on the overall size distribution, so that the
two peaks are almost balanced for all three inflation pressures. With increasing inflation
pressure, the shape of the size distribution changes only slightly (but its magnitude is
amplified, see Supplementary Materials Figure S3c).

To explain the phenomena, the changes of tire tread are considered again. The contact
patch shrinks with increasing inflation pressure, especially in the longitudinal direction [26],
which leads to higher surface pressure and higher shear stress. The tread elements in contact
with the road surface are therefore subjected to greater stress and tend to form larger
particles. As only the basic shear stress distribution is present in the free-rolling condition,
the influence of inflation pressure is low. If additional shear stress is added by longitudinal
force, the deflection of the tread blocks increases. Compared to low inflation pressure,
there is a greater increase in sliding processes, which could intensify the formation of large
particles. Also, for longitudinal force, the influence of inflation pressure is particularly
pronounced. This is related to the major change in tire stiffness in this direction. In the case
of lateral force, however, the changes in size distribution are much smaller, as is the case for
the total emission, since the cornering stiffness hardly changes with the inflation pressure.

The larger influence of lateral forces on the size distribution compared to longitudinal
forces (Figure 6c compared to Figure 6a,b) is probably related to the design of the tire tread.
The summer tire examined has almost continuous ribs in the longitudinal direction, which
are only interrupted by narrow sipes. This results in less deformation and hardly any edge
wear. In the lateral direction, the tread is divided by wide grooves. When lateral force is
applied, this results in greater deformation with more edge wear. Both favour the formation
of large particles.

3.3. Influence of Driving Speed on PM Emission

The result of the test series on the influence of driving speed is illustrated in Figure 7. It
should be noted that the emission factors shown here are also distance-related. This means
that the emission values for different speeds have changed relative to each other compared
to the particle concentrations measured (per time). While the particle mass concentration
(per time) at high speeds was significantly higher than at low speeds, the ratio changes if
the distance traveled is selected as a reference instead of the time. This means that the EFs
(per distance) for low speed can be higher than those for high speed, although the latter
ones led to higher particle mass concentrations (per time).

The same symbols indicate EFs at the same lateral force and different driving speeds.
For high forces, it appears that the EF decreases with increasing driving speed. For lateral
forces between 1 kN and 3 kN, it decreases slightly from 30 km/h to 80 km/h and increases
again for 120 km/h. In the free-rolling condition, the EF increases with increasing driving
speed. In total, no clear trend can be identified across the test series, which is why regression
curves were not used. A more detailed analysis of the effects that could be responsible for
the unclear results, together with a comparison with reference results from the literature,
can be found in Section 4.

The size distributions are shown in Figure 8. In the free-rolling condition (Figure 8a),
the basic distribution is very similar to that of the other test series with similarly high peaks
at the same diameters. As the speed increases from 30 km/h to 80 km/h, the lower peak
rises, while the upper peak diminishes. In this case, the change in particle size distribution is
mainly due to a larger number of small particles. The number of large particles increases as
well, but less than the number of small particles (see Supplementary Materials Figure S4a).
As a result, the cumulative curve shifts to the left, indicating a decreasing mean diameter
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with increasing speed. An opposite trend results for the speed of 120 km/h. However, since
the trend reversal only takes place in the free-rolling condition, the effect is probably not
due to an actual tire phenomenon. It is much more likely that at high speeds, the associated
high turbulence whirls up and sucks in larger particles that had already been deposited
inside the test bench before. Due to the extremely low emission in the free-rolling condition,
even the smallest amounts of such foreign material can cause a falsification of the size
distribution. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that at high speeds, the number of
large particles increases significantly in addition to the number of small particles. At lower
speeds, however, the number of coarse particles hardly changes. As the speed has limited
influence on the slip in the tire tread, it is unlikely that the additional emission of coarse
particles is caused by a direct emission phenomenon.
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Figure 7. Influence of driving speed on the emission at different lateral forces. The emission factors
are obtained for an SRT value of 60.
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Figure 8. Influence of driving speed on the particle number distribution at different load conditions.
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At a lateral force of 4 kN (Figure 8b), very flat size distributions result with two peaks
of approximately equal height in the range of 0.4 µm and between 1 µm and 2 µm. As the
speed increases, the lower peak rises while the upper peak decreases. At the same time, the
upper peak appears to be shifting towards smaller particle diameters. The average particle
size therefore decreases, which can also be seen in the cumulative curve shifting to the left.
There is no trend reversal for high speeds at this load condition, which indicates that the
effect described above is superimposed by the higher emissions and can therefore also be
neglected for the free-rolling condition.

The decreasing average particle size with increasing speed is probably due to the
faster processes at higher speeds. As a result of the shorter contact time, all tire–road
contact processes happen more rapidly. On the one hand, the driving speed influences
the visco-elastic properties of the tire material and thus the resulting tire forces. On the
other hand, consistent slip at changing vehicle speed also means a proportional change
in the differential speed between the tire and the road surface. Since the second effect
is greater, it can be assumed that the interlocking effects occurring between the tire and
the road are less intense, so that the overall formation of cracks in the tread material is
reduced. This is expected to cause less big particles, which leads to the visible shift towards
smaller particles.

Another effect that could influence the size distribution is the tire temperature. Even if
the tire is rolling freely, higher driving speed results in a higher tread temperature. The
heating effect is amplified if the tire is subjected to lateral forces. The sliding distance
traveled by the tire elements at a given lateral force increases in proportion to the speed.
This means that in the same duration, the sliding distance is higher at higher speed,
resulting in a significantly higher tread temperature. The higher temperature leads to a
softer tire compound, which influences the formation of particles.

4. Discussion

The results show the correlations between the parameters vertical load, tire inflation
pressure and driving speed and the emission of tire–road particulate matter. In the follow-
ing, the results are critically scrutinized and, where available, compared with the results of
existing studies.

For the test series for vertical load, the same tire was driven with different vertical
loads. The shown effects therefore reflect one vehicle driven under different load condi-
tions. In order to most realistically represent the effect of vehicle mass on tire–road PM
emissions, tires with different load indices would have to be used for different vehicle
masses. However, since the compound and substructure of a tire can change along with the
tire dimension for the same tire model, all tests were performed with the same tire. This
ensured that the influence determined was solely due to the vertical load and that no other
influences were represented. Therefore, it can be assumed that the influence of the vertical
load would be somewhat lower if two vehicles of different masses were compared using
tires that are perfectly balanced for them.

The found influence of vertical load on the emission is in good agreement with other
studies. Both Aatmeeyata et al. [10] and Kim et al. [11] indicate a positive linear correlation
between the vertical load and the PM emissions for their test bench measurements. Since
the test benches used in their studies do not allow for slip conditions, only the effect in
the free-rolling condition was evaluated. Both studies show a greater influence of vertical
load than found here. In Aatmeeyata et al., an increase in vertical load of 25% leads to
an increase in emission of 41% and in Kim et al., of 32%. These values are considerably
higher than the 14% found in our study. However, numerous factors such as the type of
test bench and its design, the road surface used or the tire tested may be responsible for
this discrepancy. More important is the consistency of the qualitative correlation.

Little is known about the exact influence of tire inflation pressure on tire-road PM
emissions. Most authors simply state that emissions can be minimized by using the
optimum inflation pressure [30,31]. However, the question of what the optimum inflation
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pressure is remains unanswered. Aatmeeyata et al. [10] found a slight decrease in PM
emissions with increasing tire inflation pressure in their tests. However, the difference in
emissions was so small that the authors did not consider the effect to be significant. The
results obtained here contradict this, in that emissions increase slightly with increasing
inflation pressure in the free-rolling condition. This effect increases significantly when
horizontal tire forces are applied. The difference from the results of Aatmeeyata et al. may
be due to the different load conditions or, again, the different test benches and road surfaces.

At first glance, it seems implausible that emissions would increase with rising tire
inflation pressure, as it would appear to be more logical that a lower rolling resistance due
to higher inflation pressure would result in less tire wear. However, it is important to note
that the particulate matter measured here is not exclusively tire material. A significant
portion of the particles originate from the road surface [12]. Furthermore, with increasing
tire inflation pressure, the frictional processes take place in a smaller area, making them
more intense. Together with the processes described in Section 3.2, this explains the results
presented in this study.

The finding that the influence of vertical load and the influence of tire inflation pressure
are approximately the same could be caused by the two overlapping effects having a
different impact. While the tire–road contact area increases, the vertical load rises and the
contact pressure remains almost constant. However, as the tire inflation pressure increases,
the contact area decreases and the contact pressure rises. According to the results shown,
both changes lead to comparable increases in emissions. Thus, it can be concluded that the
influence of contact pressure must be greater than the influence of the size of the contact
area. Whether the findings and the statements made fully apply must be investigated in
future tests.

The influence of driving speed also seems contradictory at first glance. In the literature,
a higher speed is occasionally associated with higher PM emissions [11,32,33]. It should be
noted, however, that only on the test bench can the effects of driving speed be separated
from those of longitudinal and lateral forces, whereas on the open road, they always
occur together. Due to the increasing air resistance of a vehicle with increasing speed
on open roads, the drive power required to maintain a particular speed increases. It is
therefore the higher driving force in the tire–road contact that leads to higher PM emissions,
not the speed itself. Feißel et al. also draw this conclusion from their mobile on-board
measurements [21]. Accordingly, this effect is not necessarily visible on the test bench, as
there is no air resistance. However, to simulate the effect, the forces occurring at higher
speeds could also be increased by the amount of air resistance. Furthermore, it must be
noted that some authors do not relate the PM emission to the distance traveled, but rather
provide time-dependent particle concentrations. As the emission per unit of time is higher
when driving faster, this leads to imprecise or even incorrect statements about the influence
of driving speed. From the reasons given above, it can therefore be assumed that the
emission factor is nearly independent of the driving speed. This statement is supported by
the findings of Beji et al. [34], Feißel et al. [21] and Tonegawa and Sasaki [35].

The fact that at high lateral forces the emission factor even decreases with increasing
speed in the results shown in Figure 7 is presumably not an actual phenomenon, but
rather due to effects of the test setup. Despite best possible shielding of the tire–road
contact, it is possible that the proportion of particles which are not captured increases with
increasing speed. This hypothesis is supported by two observations. Firstly, the increase
in the emission factor with increasing lateral force is particularly more pronounced at low
speeds than at high speeds. In the latter condition, most particles are generated, so it can be
assumed that a particularly large number of particles are not detected here. Secondly, the
analysis of the particle concentrations in the unloaded condition (between the individual
load conditions) shows that at high speeds, a higher particle concentration remains in the
test bench after the tire has been unloaded or lifted. This means that some of the particles
emitted while loaded are not directly captured by the extraction device and leave the
extraction hood in the first place. However, they are transported back to the wheel by
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the circular flow in the drum and only get detected after the actual load condition. Thus,
these particles are not taken into account for the emission of the respective load condition.
For future tests, it is therefore expedient to adjust the time span in which the particles are
assigned to each load condition so that an optimal time span is used for each driving speed.

Another influence could be the tire temperature, which also depends on the driving
speed. At high speeds, the temperature in the tire tread increases. This effect is further
amplified by the surrounding suction hood. As a result, the tire temperature rises signifi-
cantly faster at high speeds than at low speeds, especially in severe load conditions. The
higher temperature could change the surface of the tire to release very coarse particles that
are too large to be detected by the aerosol spectrometer. For future tests, it is therefore
necessary to find a way to cool the tire as realistically as possible, despite the shielding of
the suction hood.

All emission factors shown in this study are snapshots. Their values represent the
emissions that would be generated by a theoretical vehicle with the same load condition on
all four wheels driving one kilometer under exactly this load condition. Since vehicles on
open roads are hardly stationary, but the load condition is constantly changing, the EFs
shown are not directly representative of driving on a real road. In order to calculate an
average value from the EFs shown, it is therefore necessary to record driving data during a
real drive. The drive can be divided into infinitely short time steps, and an emission can
be assigned to each time step according to the relationships established here and in [12].
The total emissions can be calculated by adding the individual emissions and the average
EF results when relating it to the distance traveled. The values published in the literature
so far for tire–road PM cannot be assigned to a specific load condition, but correspond
to long-term EFs. They are in the range between 2.0 mg/vkm and 11.0 mg/vkm [36–40].
Initial extrapolations based on the correlations shown in this study indicate that the EFs
for an average drive will be in the same range. However, the exact calculation using real
driving data is still pending.

5. Conclusions

The objective of this study was to experimentally investigate the influence of vertical
load, tire inflation pressure, and driving speed on tire–road particulate matter emissions.
The tests were performed using an internal drum test bench, which closely mimics open-
road conditions by using real road surfaces. Due to its encapsulation and the resulting
constant test conditions, the results are highly reproducible. Using an aerosol spectrometer
system, the test bench records PM emissions in the particle size range between 0.3 µm and
10 µm in real time. This allows an emission factor to be assigned to each of the driving
conditions examined, which is valid for a distance traveled by an entire vehicle under this
particular load condition. In addition to the total emission, the aerosol spectrometer records
the particle size distribution, so that the influence of the investigated parameters can also
be determined in this respect. The following conclusions can be drawn from the data:

• Vertical load: An increase in vertical load at consistent longitudinal dynamics (con-
stant adhesion utilization) results in a linear increase in the emission factor. This state-
ment applies to both driving and braking. Only the vertical load has been changed, not
the tire. As the vertical load increases, the mean diameter of emitted particles increases.
While more coarse particles are emitted, the number of fine particles remains almost
unchanged. This results in a flatter (normalized) particle number distribution.

• Inflation pressure: An increase in inflation pressure causes a linear increase in PM
emissions. In percentage terms, the influence of tire inflation pressure is as great as
that of vertical load. The increase is accompanied by an increase in the average particle
diameter. The shift in particle size distribution is mainly due to additional particles
in the coarse size range. However, there is also a slight increase in the number of
fine particles.

• Driving speed: A clear influence of driving speed on PM emissions (per distance
traveled) cannot be concluded from the tests carried out. It can be assumed that the
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speed has no or only an insignificant influence on the emission factor. However, as
the driving speed increases, the average particle size decreases.

• Size distribution: A bimodal particle number distribution results for all load condi-
tions. One peak is located at the lower detection limit of 0.3 µm. The exact position
of the second peak depends on the load condition, but is always in the size range
between 1 µm and 2 µm.

• Others: Throughout the test series, higher adhesion utilization (in both the longitu-
dinal and lateral direction) results in a larger mean diameter. Under the influence
of a lateral force, the proportion of coarse particles is generally higher than under
longitudinal force.

• Future Research: In future studies, the influence of driving speed should be investi-
gated in detail, taking into account the improvements discussed. In addition, the size
range of particulate matter should be expanded to include larger particles in order
to determine the relationship between total tire mass loss and particulate matter. Of
particular interest is what happens to the particles after they are released. It should be
investigated whether the particles tend to be further ground up or agglomerate into
larger particles when they are rolled over again.

In conjunction with the results of our earlier study with the same test bench setup [12],
the knowledge gained here can be used to develop a prediction model for tire–road PM
emissions. Using real-driving data, each load condition can be assigned an emission factor
that is valid for a given distance. By summing up the individual emissions, the total
emission for such a trip can be predicted. Since this is likely to be a fairly simple model
with low complexity and computational power, it could even be implemented as a real-time
application in vehicles to best assist drivers in driving with low PM emissions. Ultimately,
the model could also be used in autonomous vehicles to achieve the lowest possible PM
emissions through targeted trajectory planning.
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